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Health Tips for Traveler 

by David W. Goldman 

ince the short time from mutual greetings of worlds, many 
Earther wish to visit the lovely world of the Pooquar peoples. 

This explainer before so will bring yourselves a voyage most lovely. 

Within The Transit 

The travel via cross-continuum portal will be novel to many 
Earther. Hydration is a paramount for not having the small 
problems of liver, marrow, blood tubes, and self memory. Also good 
before your trip is to make fat, especially under the skin. The 
scrawny traveler should begin preparation many week prior. 

Portal going is sudden and then done. But many Earther say 
after that they think the journey is very very very long and never to 
stop. Thus is Earther brains supposed bad attuned to one or more 
of the interim journey continuum. For thus, non-conscious makes 
for most lovely travel. Means of non-conscious both 
pharmacological and percussive are on offer by helpful Pooquar 

portal agents. 

As the Early Days 

Because subtle differences in physics regulations from what most 
Earther are parochially accustomed, the traveler is suggested to 
acclimate in the “horizontal” position until local niceties of unreliant 

gravity, time-keeping, and atmospheric presence become 
appreciated. Acclimation such will entertain you for no more than 
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two—or for some traveler, twenty or thirty—“days.” 
While thus occupied with your appreciation of localness, helpful 

Pooquar hostelry staffpersons will provide you with lovely hydration 

and fat-making nutritionals. For your best healths, stint not on 
your consumption. 

Touring the Out-Vicinity 

While you delight yourselves in the appreciation of very-known 
scenics as the Flowing Up Falls of Nagbaf, the Lesser Half Dark Big 
Hole, the Plain of Many Breath Sucks, and other such lovely 

vicissitudes, some attention to health and safeness are ordered. 
Firstmost, if urgent advised by helpful Pooquar tour leader, 

immediately disobey not! Your very life endurance may happen. 
This is especially as pertains to stepping away from lovely trails, 
consuming unadvised nutritionals, perusing explainers offered by 
exiled dissident non-persons, or providing unsolicited refreshment 

to local fauna/flora/other life-beings. 
Next, maintenance your lovely all-enwrapping tourist jumpsuit 

and coverall always. The presentation of the skin, even a small only 
piece of the skin, is discouraged for health. This from the fad of 
local life-beings to reproduce by injecting seed-forms into passing 
faunas, later to germinate and partake of the subcutaneous lipids 

in achieving bigness. Thus is best always your jumpsuit and 
coverall with integrity. (Small note: In the event of any rash of 
discolor or tendrils from the skin please notify immediately your 
helpful Pooquar tour leader for the swift extirpation.) 

In finality, avoid districts of elevated temperature and humidity. 
In these grow the grubs of local life-beings, who may exhibit 

unsolicited hunger of lovely Earther visitor. 
After leaving the out-vicinities, you should place the above-

spoken biologic factual concerns far from your self memories. 
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Of the Urban Jollity 

In welcome for subsequent your joyful tours of the out-vicinities, 
the Pooquar peoples of the citified regions will ply you unsparingly 

with lovely bring-home curios and appliances and also nutritionals 
without betterment for taste and skin-fat-making. Enjoy all these 
with loveliness! 

In the cities is no great harm for concern of health. But be full of 
alert to avoiding speech from irksome disagreers with lovely policies 
of the governings of the Pooquar peoples. Such talkers of stupid are 

not amiable with the lovely Earther to travel of yourselves across 
continuum and returning with lovely Pooquar guests. If approached 
by busybody of imbecile forebodings regarding Earther traveler, 
heed not but call loud and with strident! 

Many are the friendly Pooquar peoples who find lovely the 
Earther holding of limb extrusions in greeting. When such friendly 

Pooquar enjoin with protruding outstretched, please enjoy the 
removing of any encumbrance glove, sleeve, or trouser legs for 
sharing in the lovely joint-holding of limb parts. Stay fast so long as 
to experience lovely sensation of pleasant tingling, warmth, and 
small piercings. All is joy then for your new friend and yourselves. 

In rarity, the Earther of sympathy and astute may note a small 

beautification of the skin with lovely color or perhaps small out-
swellings. When such occurs within urbanity, please request of any 
apothecary for much cream of obscuration, so as to prevent envy 
and jealous from other Earther during your remaining voyage and 
after return. 

For your final days of the lovely world of the Pooquar peoples, 

enjoy many sights and tastings while arranging your self memories 
for later saying to lovely Earther friends to make soon visits of 
themselves. 
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After the Returning 

To follow your restore of conscious after portal journey, seek out 
many Earther friends to say of the joy of your most lovely voyage. 

Remember also to share the many discount traveling coupons 
provided to you by helpful Pooquar disembarking agents. 

After some days from your voyage, many Earther feel a big sad of 
missing for the lovely world of the Pooquar peoples. This sad may 
have big heavy of the limbs, paining in abdomen, inside the head 
strikes, blood-making from here and there, and other such small 

emotions. 
Best for this sad is to retreat with quickness to special place for 

to arrange your self memories to loveliness. Your special place 
should have elevated temperature and humidity. Also it will be most 
healthful to be a place where nearby pass many lovely Earther. 

For Your Lovely Voyage 

From these small Health Tips for Traveler the governings of the 
Pooquar peoples wish yourselves a voyage for joy always after in 
your self memory. Also having hopes of long joy for the Pooquar 
peoples to visit the lovely Earth. 
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